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Article abstract
A descriptive study of the socioeconomic characteristics of 80 dance
professionals in Quebec carried out in 1987 has led to some suggestions for
answering four basic questions. 1) Passion as a basic concept in "work as
vocation" may explain individual motivations in choosing such a precarious
career; such a concept falls outside the usual concepts in the sociology of
professions, of work and of occupations. 2) Passion would also make it possible
to understand how dance as a form of salaried work has not been granted the
usual advantages of such work. 3) The taste for dance remains an essentially
feminine taste but it seems that this is changing with the new representations
of the body. The passion for dance as expressed by a number of young people
coming from social environments totally refractory to the estheticism of the
body, as conveyed by this profession, questions the links between the
producers and consumers of cultural goods. 4) Finally, sociology should correct
some fundamental deficiencies by integrating body and passion as real objects
of sociological analysis.
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